UCSF’s Drive to Become a Learning Healthcare System Gains Momentum

UCSF has funded five new projects that use the Electronic Medical Record (EMR) platform to improve care. A Learning Health System learns from itself by capturing and analyzing data from patient encounters and using that evidence to ensure optimal care is delivered to patients. Read Announcement

San Francisco Bay Collaborative Research Network: Building Partnerships for Research In Practice Improvement and Population Health

Researchers and healthcare leaders gathered to network and share opportunities to build research partnerships that can transform health care outcomes in our diverse Bay Area communities. Read story

Clinical Data Colloquium for Researchers

300+ attendees packed Robertson Auditorium, Mission Bay with standing room-only to learn about how to access and use clinical data resources at UCSF. Access Event Handouts & Presentations here; Answers to event FAQs now up!

Other News

- UCSF’s Biospecimen Resources Program (BIOS) website is now live! Read the recent article about BIOS from the June EVCP Expresso
- University of California Launches Drug Discovery Consortium. Read UC Newsroom Announcement
- Watch the Twitter for Science seminar (part of UCSF’s advocating for science/scientists series)
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